
I’m A Quadrillionaire Chapter 19

(Jacob the Brave gave streamer Hahny Super Rocket x66].

Half an hour later…

(Mr. Leo gave streamer Hahny Super Rocket x1314)

(Jacob the Brave gave streamer Hahny Super Rocket x1314)

The stream was going wild.

The number of viewers had reached more than 100 thousand.

Numerous comments about how lavish they were appeared on the screen.

Amelia was also going crazy. However, she was going crazy from
happiness. She did not expect the two t o be so generous and the two of
them to give her more than two million in gifts.

After this, she would be able to get about 3 million in bonuses. She could
not even wrap her head around this fact. 2

At this moment, Leo and Jacob started to come to their senses. If they
kept doing this, it would be fine if they could win over Amelia. If they
could not, they would die from anger.

This was not an auction. Even though the highest bidder would win, they
would not be able to get back the gifts they gave out. 1

With that, Leo called Jacob.

When Jacob answered, Leo did not spew any nonsense and went straight

to the point, “Old boy, I’m about to use five million to win over Amelia.



If you want to give more, then I’ll quit and you can give me back those
gifts I gave out. What do you think?”

On the other end of the phone, Jacob stayed silent for a while before
answering, “Old chap, transfer 3 million to me now and I will stop

fighting over Amelia with you. If you don’t like this idea, then we can
fight to our deaths.”

Leo thought about it and replied, “Alright, I’ll transfer 3 million to you

now! You are not allowed to interact with Amelia from now on.”

“Deal!” Jacob’s voice could be heard from the other end.

Leo immediately transferred 3 million to Jacob. Even though the people
on their level were scoundrels to some degree, they were men of their
words.

Leo did the math and realized he still needed to spent about 400
thousand to get to Rank 1. By now, he had already spent more than six
million on Amelia in total,

Even if his family had assets worth hundreds of millions, he would still
feel pain after spending more than six million in one go. However, it
would be worth it if he could win over Amelia.

Inside the stream,

After Jacob received Leo’s 3 million bucks, he immediately quit the
stream. His rockets stopped at 1314.

The viewers in the stream were stunned.

They were still fighting to their deaths just now, yet one of them had quit

all of a sudden.



Leo gave Amelia 200 rockets again and it just about exceeded Jacob.
With this, right now, he was on Rank 1.

“Amelia, I’m Rank 1 now. Jacob has already admitted defeat and left.
I’ll be waiting for you tomorrow night!”

There was another uproar in the stream.

In that moment, everyone was saying all sorts of things in the stream.

This was what Leo wanted. He was declaring sovereignty.

Amelia had no choice now. She did not know why Jacob had suddenly

left. She knew their backgrounds and it was about the same. Initially, her
plan was to let the two keep fighting and then let their gifts stay on the
same level, so after that, she could date the both of them at the same

time.

They would not dare to do anything to her if the three of them went out
together. However, Jacob’s sudden exit ruined her plan.

Even though she got gifts worth more than five million, she knew
something would go wrong if she went out alone with Leo.

When Amelia thought about this, she sighed silently in her heart. Her
initially perfect plan was ruined, and she could only admit this.
Thankfully, she still had more than 2 million worth of gifts to comfort

her.
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